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Chapter 191 Nick Appeares 

Bang! 

Just as Captain Rogers and Lin Rui were both on their way to the bedroom, a slight movement came 

from it as if something had fallen to the ground. Then there was no movement and they didn’t know 

what was going on inside. 

After taking a few steps to the bedroom door, Captain Rogers glanced around at Mirage Knight and 

finally put his hand on the bedroom doorknob. Although Lin Rui, who is standing beside Captain Rogers 

is also serious, he has a vague idea of ??who is responsible for the disturbance in the room. After all, he 

came to Captain Rogers because of him. 

Card~ 

Then, when he was ready, Captain Rogers slammed open the door of the bedroom and rushed in with 

Lin Rui the next moment. 

“Fury!” Just as Rogers rushed into the bedroom, he saw a dark figure lying on the edge of his bed near 

the window. After a closer look, it turned out to be Nick Fury. 

Sure enough, although the plot was advanced, Fury escaped Hydra’s pursuit and came to Steve. What he 

didn’t tell Steve was that Hydra wouldn’t pay too much attention to Captain America at the beginning of 

their plan. Lin Rui, who also saw the figure on the ground, thought quickly and followed Captain Rogers 

to Fury’s side the next second. However, he deliberately kept a distance to let Rogers know that he had 

no malice. 

“Fury! Fury” Running towards Fury, Rogers shouted two words. However, Fury, who had fallen to the 

ground, seems to have fainted and didn’t respond at all. 

Hoo! 

Seeing that Fury hasn’t responded to his words, Captain Rogers turns pale and moves Fury straight to 

bed. Lin Rui, who was standing at the back, could see Fury now. The black face was now abnormally 

pale, and the whole person looked very injured as If he had just taken part in a battle. There was a lot of 

dust on his clothes, and the black clot on his right leg was obviously blood. 

In front of Lin Rui, Rogers opened Fury’s shirt directly and reached out to pick up a small box from the 

inside. Card ~ Quickly opening the box, Captain Rogers’s face turned even more ugly. 

“All three serum has been used up. It seems that Fury’s life is really in great danger.” Captain Rogers 

obviously knows what’s inside the box, and when he sees that it’s empty, he gives Fury an even uglier 

look. 

“How? What happened to Director Fury?” Lin Rui had already used his Insight Techniques to sense 

Fury’s situation. Although his breath was a little weak, it was not life-threatening, so he could only ask 

Captain Rogers about the situation. 



“Fury must have been chased after he was attacked. Although he doesn’t seem to be in a bad condition 

right now, it’s because he used three serums to stimulate his potential. These serums can temporarily 

stimulate the potential of his body to suppress the injury, but once the serum effect disappears, the 

original injury and side effects of serum will make his original injury deeper.” Without concealing 

anything from Mirage Knight, Rogers simply explained the situation in a few words to Lin Rui. 

“What? Is his life in danger?!” Lin Rui was surprised to hear Rogers. His quest is to protect Nick Fury for a 

week. If he accidentally dies, Lin Rui’s quest will fail. 

“If he gets proper treatment in time, the problem should not be too big, but now in this situation, there 

should not be many people inside SHIELD that we can trust, Fury’s situation will only become more and 

more serious as more and more time passes.” It seems that this situation surprised Mirage Knight and 

Captain Rogers then calmly said the result. 

“Hoo ~ it’s OK. He will be cured.” Lin Rui was relieved to hear Roger’s answer. 

Although Rogers thinks the situation is very dangerous now, at least he has roughly determined that 

what Mirage Knight had said is true. They can’t go to SHIELD now as it would be similar to handing meat 

into the tiger’s mouth. So, in Fury’s case, he really doesn’t know how to give him good treatment. 

However, Lin Rui knows that there is still a group of loyal Agents under Fury, who can give him a fake 

death and make him die in the eyes of Hydra. Lin Rui just has to give Fury safely to them, and in the next 

week, Hydra would not be able to find Fury again. 

Thinking about these things, Lin Rui has been paying attention to the situation outside the apartment 

using his energy. He has been in this state since he saw Fury as he knows that Fury did not completely 

lose that special killer of Hydra in the original plot: Winter Soldier, or call him Bucky Barnes, Steve 

Rogers’ best friend. And Fury had to feign his own death just because he was shot by Bucky’s gun, he 

was in an extremely dangerous situation. 

“Captain Rogers, do you have any way to make Director Fury wake up a little? I think you have 

something to ask him.” So, after thinking a little, Lin Rui asked Captain Rogers. 

Although Lin Rui knows some general plots, but the plot is now very different, he still needs to know 

what Fury has. Also, in addition to protecting Nick Fury, Lin Rui still wants to eliminate Hydra. Only if 

Fury is awake can he tell them which step he had taken to investigate Hydra, maybe they can help him 

quickly defeat Hydra, which is lurking inside SHIELD. 

“Waking Fury up? Although I do have a simple way, it will aggravate his injuries afterward.” Captain 

Rogers frowned and replied when he heard Lin Rui. However, he did have doubts and he indeed needed 

to talk to Fury. Especially about Hydra which is his lifelong enemies. 

“Now is not the time to think about this. I can guarantee that Director Fury will be OK. My mission here 

is to protect him. So, in order for us to get more information, let’s wake him up.” Lim Rui saw Roger’s 

hesitation and continued. Moreover, he also promised one sentence and said that it was his mission to 

protect Nick Fury. 

“Protect Fury? It seems that you really care about him. Well, now it seems that Fury’s intelligence is 

more important! ” After taking an unexpected look at Mirage Knight, Rogers finally agreed. 



Call ~ 

After making a decision, Captain Rogers did not hesitate anymore. He directly reached out and opened 

the bedside table. From there, he took out a small box similar to the small box that he had just taken 

from Fury’s arms. 

“This is a special serum that Fury gave me before. It should be able to wake him up.” Opening the small 

box, Roger took out a syringe filled with a light green serum and explained it to Lin Rui. 

Subsequently, Captain Rogers had injected the serum into Fury. Then, Captain Rogers and Lin Rui stood 

by the bed and waited quietly. 

About five minutes later, Fury’s eyelids, which had been unresponsive in bed, suddenly moved, and then 

slowly opened. 

“Fury! Are you okay?” Seeing Fury’s one-eyed eyes slowly open, Rogers asked worriedly. 

Fury, who had just opened his eyes, didn’t seem to get out of the coma. After a little delay, he saw the 

situation. Captain Rogers and Mirage Knight were in front of him. 

“Steve! Mirage Knight! Cough and cough!” After shouting, Fury couldn’t help but cough. 

“Relax, relax, you are safe now.” Seeing Fury’s look, Captain Rogers said worriedly. 

“No! It’s not safe! Steve, I have something to tell you before that man comes after me.” Suppressing his 

cough, Nick Fury shook his head and said to Rogers seriously, he didn’t even care that Mirage Knight was 

also here. 

“Well, I woke you up to let you explain it to me. So, is Hydra really not dead yet? ” Seeing Fury’s 

insistence, Rogers had to help him sit down and then asked seriously. 

“Cough! Yes! Hydra is not destroyed!” 

Chapter 192 Attacked Again 

“Because some of the Hydra lurkers I’ve investigated are quite deep inside the organization and quite a 

few are directly involved in several of SHIELD’s top-level experimental studies. So, in order to reduce the 

overall hit to SHIELD, I have to do some preparation step by step. But I didn’t think they would do 

anything about me and even then I was always on my guard, otherwise, I wouldn’t have been able to 

escape.” 

Less than 10 minutes later, the revived Director Fury told Rogers about the results of his recent internal 

investigation in SHIELD. Similarly, he did not hide that he was reminded of this by Mirage Knight. 

“In this way, as long as you can go back to SHIELD alive, you will be able to wipe out all those latent 

Hydra Agents!” After hearing Fury’s words, Rogers’s eyes flashed. 

“It’s not so simple. Although I’ve investigated a lot of substantial evidence, the most important 

information on those people who are at the highest level of confidentiality of SHIELD. Unless we disclose 

those top-secret information, the evidence is still insufficient. Moreover, they should not reveal their 

actions until they get rid of me.” Hearing Captain Rogers, Fury shook his head and said. 



“The highest level of confidentiality, are you not authorized enough?” Hearing Fury, Lin Rui asked. 

“My authority is enough, but I can’t do it alone. It must also be authorized by Alexander Pierce, a 

member of the World Security Council, to unlock the secret locks.” Fury looked at Lin Rui and explained. 

As a member of the World Security Council, Alexander Pierce also has a ministerial position in SHIELD. 

Although Fury is usually in charge of the affairs of SHIELD, his real power is not small, as can be seen 

from his level of authority. 

“In this case, you still have to die once!” Upon hearing Fury’s explanation, Lin Rui whispered softly. 

Only when Hydra thinks that Fury is dead, they will show their true intentions without any scruples, so 

that when Hydra is exposed, Lin Rui and Captain Rogers will have the opportunity to control Alexander 

Pierce to unlock the top-secret information. 

“What?!” Although Lin Rui’s murmur is very small, Captain Rogers is not an ordinary person, he is 

surprised and stared at Lin Rui while shouting. Was Mirage Knight planning to sacrifice Fury to expose 

Hydra? This is Rogers’ guess after hearing Lin Rui mutter. 

Fury lying in bed apparently heard Lin Rui’s mutter, but he did not react the same as Rogers and his eyes 

flashed, as if by some accident. Then, Fury planned to talk to Steve but was interrupted by Lin Rui. 

“Er… I mean, Not good! Watch out! ” Knowing that Steve misunderstood himself, Lin Rui was just about 

to explain. However, just at this time, Lin Rui’s internal energy which had been released all the time 

suddenly sent a very dangerous signal, and he shouted. 

Then, Lin Rui waved his hands and pushed the Fury on the bed away. At the same time, he himself fell to 

the ground, and his whole-body released a layer of internal energy that surrounded himself. 

Puff! 

Just after Lin Rui finished this series of actions, there were two slight gunshots outside the window. 

Almost at the same time, Fury saw two more holes in the bed where he had been lying. If Lin Rui hadn’t 

just pushed him away, he would have been shot twice in the chest. 

Puff Puff! 

However, after the two bullets missed, three more shots were fired after Fury, who had been pushed 

under the bed by Lin Rui. This time, Lin Rui is unable to take care of him. Even though Lin Rui now has an 

internal energy shield, he wouldn’t be able to block such powerful bullets. 

Although Lin Rui can’t do it anymore, Steve is not dead. He was a step late in his reactions but he fully 

reflected when the back three rounds were ejected, and the shield on his right hand was thrown 

towards fury on the ground. 

Dangdang~ 

However, although Captain Rogers’s reaction was already swift, he only stopped two bullets. One of the 

remaining bullets hit Fury, who was lying motionless on the ground. 



“Er…” Fury, who had already sobered up, fainted again because the bullet hit the key point. He did not 

even know if he would survive after this. 

It seems that he knew that his bullet hit the target, and there was no more attack behind him, and Lin 

Rui’s sense of danger weakened. Just as he stood up from behind, Rogers had already rushed to Fury’s 

prone position. 

Hoo! 

“Fury" Carefully turning Fury over, Steve shouts carefully. 

However, Fury showed no reaction at this time. The unblocked bullet directly penetrated Fury’s back 

and probably passed through his lungs. His condition is very dangerous now. 

“Damn, he lost consciousness, this is very bad!” Simply check Fury’s condition, Rogers captain said with 

a calm face. Fury’s words were obviously not finished, but now he was attacked again, and the situation 

has become even more dangerous. 

However, Lin Rui, who was standing aside, didn’t look as nervous as Captain Rogers. 

“I thought I could guarantee Fury’s safety here. Now it seems that the strength of the Winter Soldier is 

not just that shown in the movie. I couldn’t even find him before he fired.” While paying attention to 

Fury’s situation, Lin Rui also silently thought of it. 

Lin Rui didn’t worry about Fury’s death because of the attack. According to the original plot, Fury just 

took advantage of his injuries to design his own fake death, which made Hydra exposed in SHIELD. 

However, Lin Rui is still pissed that Fury was attacked in front of his eyes. 

“It’s always like this. When I want to change the plot, it will turn around unexpectedly. However, 

somehow I made Hydra’s exposure so much earlier.” Lin Rui also knows that this is a must to participate 

in the plot for him as it will guarantee his safety in the long run. 

Actually, Lin Rui doesn’t know that what he has done didn’t simply change the plot. The mainline quest 

of this time is was triggered in advance, that is to say, Lin Rui has completely changed the whole process 

of the Marvel world. Even though the power of the world is constantly mending these changed things, 

with the increase of Lin Rui’s involvement, it is impossible to predict what the world will become in the 

future. 

Bang! 

“Steve, Captain Rogers?! I am a SHIELD agent,” Just as Fury was shot into unconsciousness and Rogers 

was blocking the window with his shield, there was a loud noise at the door of the apartment, and then 

the voice of a woman who called herself a SHIELD agent came. 

Hoo! 

Then the woman who had greeted Steve at the door of the apartment rushed in with a gun. After seeing 

the situation in the room, her eyes flashed a lot of surprises, but after seeing Fury lying on the ground, 

she immediately collected the pistol and walked towards that side. 



“Kate?” Captain Rogers shouted unexpectedly but did not relax his vigilance. He will not belive anyone 

right now. 

“Captain Rogers, I was assigned by Director Fury to protect you here, I know about Hydra, let me take 

care of him.” Seeing Rogers vigilance, Agent 13-Kate said quickly. As for the Mirage Knight standing on 

the side, Agent Kate seems to have ignored him. 

“Do you know about Hydra?!” When he heard Kate, Captain Rogers’s eyes flashed over and he asked. 

“Yes, I know about Hydra. I am an agent under Director Fury. We’re in charge of this incident.” While 

crouching beside Fury to check his condition, agent Kate answers Steve’s questions. 

“One’s critically wounded. We need support!” After a briefly inspecting Fury’s condition, Agent Kate 

took out a walkie talkie from her waist and shouted. 

“Backup is coming. Have you seen the attacker?” Soon there was a response on the intercom. 

“I only saw a shadow on the opposite building which was running away!” Steve had already believed her 

after Kate spoke about Hydra, so he had already rushed out of the room with a shield after hearing the 

words inside the intercom. He had already seen that figure from his apartment building. 

Hoo! 

Bang! 

Captain Rogers walked out of the room in a flash, and then there was the sound of the door being 

knocked out of the way outside. Obviously, in order to maintain speed, Rogers captain doesn’t care how 

many doors are broken. 

“Agent Kate? You should know me as well. Here you go. If Fury’s life is in danger, let him drink this.” 

Seeing that Steve had chased after the attacker, Lin Rui, who had just been ignored, took a small bottle 

out of the phantom suit’s pocket and threw it to agent Kate. 

“I see.” Although there was some doubt about what Mirage Knight gave her, Agent Kate caught the little 

bottle. 

“So, I will go and help Captain Rogers.” The next second, Lin Rui’s figure has disappeared from the eyes 

of Agent Kate, faster than Captain Rogers. 

Lin Rui knew that the man who attacked fury had a great chance to be the Winter Soldier controlled by 

Hydra, the best friend of Steve Rogers, Bucky Barnes. Since Lin Rui wanted to find the winter soldier a 

long time ago and wanted to solve the problem that he killed Tony’s parents in advance, the sooner he 

caught Bucky, the better. However, he is still hesitant to allow Steve to recognize Bucky right now. After 

all, Bucky is under the control of Hydra. 

Chapter 193 Winter Soldier 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 



In the corridor of the apartment, Captain Rogers, with his super-strong body, bumped into the door 

when he met the door and went through the wall when he met the wall. There was no reason to chase 

the figure who was fleeing in the apartment building next to his by following the proper route. 

As for Lin Rui, of course, he followed Steve. With Captain America opening the way, Lin Rui can run 

much easier. However, Lin Rui, who is behind Captain Rogers, also really saw the strength of the famous 

Captain America. Not to mention that he can directly hit the door out of his way, even some thin wall 

can be directly opened by him without a decrease in his speed, he is much stronger than he was shown 

in the movies. This is just one aspect of Captain Rogers’ strength and speed, and it may just be a small 

part of his strength. 

However, under the rapid pursuit of Captain Rogers and Lin Rui, the figure fleeing outside still ran ahead 

of them, and his speed was also not slower than theirs. 

Bang ~ Hula! 

Finally, after walking through the building, Captain Rogers, with his shield, smashed through the glass 

window in front of him and rushed out of the building. The figure they had been pursuing was twenty 

meters in front of Captain Rogers, still on the roof of the other building. 

Brush! 

Standing up quickly from the broken glass on the ground, Steve waved his right hand back with the 

shield, and the next moment he was hurling it toward the figure in front of him. In the blink of an eye, 

Captain America’s shield flew at high speed towards the fleeing figure in front. 

However, just as the shield was about to hit the man’s back, the running figure suddenly stopped, 

turned around at the moment when the shield came to him, and at the same time, his left arm stretched 

out to catch the shield. Puff! 

The next moment, Captain Rogers, who was running after him, slowed down a little in surprise, for the 

shield he threw was caught by the man’s hand. Although the man’s left hand holding the shield was 

clearly a modified robotic arm, Captain Rogers was surprised by how easy it was for the assailant to 

catch his shield. 

Brush! 

Then the man grabbed the shield, turned around and swung Captain America’s shield back towards 

Rogers. 

Puff! Chi Chi Chi~ 

With both hands in front of him, Steve grabbed the shield as it flew in front of him. But his advance was 

stopped and he was pushed back several meters by the impact of the shield. Now the surprise in Captain 

Rogers’s eyes could not be concealed as he saw how powerful this man in front of him was! 

Steve Rogers, who stopped the shield, looked at the man with surprise in his eyes, but he could only see 

the half face blocked by the mask and the cold eyes. However, when he saw the eyes without any 

emotion, Captain Rogers suddenly had a strange feeling in his heart. He seems to be familiar with these 

eyes. 



Hoo! 

Just before the attacker stopped and turned around to catch the shield and then threw it to stop the 

pursuit of Captain Rogers. Lin Rui, who was originally behind Captain Rogers, had already rushed 

forward. When Steve was repelled by the shield and retreated, he rushed towards the winter soldiers 

who had not yet escaped. 

Lin Rui is still some distance away and a light purple blade light has quickly rushed out. Although Lin Rui 

has been thinking about how to solve the tough problem named Winter Soldier and how the Winter 

Soldier Bucky killed Tony’s parents for a long time, he has not come up with a good solution. 

If Lin Rui wants the solution to be simpler, he will kill Bucky in this fight before he has a chance to 

recover his memory. After all, he is controlled by Hydra at this time. Even if Captain Rogers knows 

Bucky’s identity later, he wouldn’t be able to do anything and he will not have any reason to even say 

anything. In this way, even after Tony knows about his parents, he would have no object to put his 

blame on. In this way, things will be solved. 

However, Lin Rui is not a cold-hearted person after all, and in the Marvel movie world, Lin Rui still likes 

Bucky. In addition, Lin Rui will not do this since a strong person like winter soldier will recover his 

memories later and will become a better person. At the same time, Steve, Bucky’s best friend is 

watching him from behind. He can’t kill Bucky in front of his brother in all but blood. So Lin Rui’s strike 

has reduced a lot of power. 

Teng Teng! 

The winter soldier was ready to leave after throwing his shield, but Lin Rui’s sword had already caught 

up with him, and he had to raise his left arm again in front of him. Bang! With a sound, he takes three 

steps back to offset the attack power of the Lin Rui blade. There is also a shallow mark on the metal on 

his left arm. It seems that Lin Rui did not use much of his power. 

However, with such a delay, the Winter Soldier couldn’t leave. Lin Rui had already stopped behind him. 

As for Captain Rogers, after Lin Rui stopped the Winter Soldier, he quickly blocked in front of the man 

with a shield and formed a form of two-sided attack with Lin Rui. 

Lin Rui, who blocked the attacker’s retreat, carefully scanned the left arm that had blocked his blade 

attacks. Then he looked at the half-blocked face. Finally, Lin Rui has been able to confirm that this guy is 

Captain Rogers’s friend, Bucky Barnes. After all, this guy is also a famous member of the Howling 

Commandos team. He just doesn’t know when Steve will recognize him. 

According to Lin Rui, with the former feelings of Steve and Bucky, only half-covered face is not enough 

for them to hide their identities from each other and Steve should be able to recognize Bucky. He 

doesn’t know why Captain Rogers was so blind in the movie. Lin Rui takes it for granted that a half-

covered face is really not enough for a good friend to not recognize him. But Steve watched Bucky “Die” 

in front of his eyes. Even if he saw something familiar, he would not think in that direction. 

“Who are you!? Why did you attack Fury?!” Holding a shield in his hand, Captain Rogers asked with a 

cautious look. Steve knew that the masked man in front of him was very strong and he might be as 

strong as himself so he had to be cautious. 



In the face of Captain Rogers’ questions, Winter Soldier Bucky did not respond, but gave a cold glance at 

him and Lin Rui behind him, as if to judge his situation at this time. 

Just as Lin Rui and Captain Rogers were waiting for the answer from the man in front of them, Bucky 

suddenly took out a pistol from the back of his waist and shot directly at Lin Rui in the back. Bang! Bang! 

Bang! 

“Really!” Unexpectedly, Bucky who was stuck in the middle took the lead in fighting back, and the target 

was still himself. Lin Rui swore at him and left the spot. 

! 

Although Lin Rui’s reaction has been very fast, there is still a bullet that hasn’t been dodged and can only 

be stopped with the thunder blade. However, although the surprise attack by Bucky didn’t hurt Lin Rui, 

it forced him out of his place and exposed the edge of the back apartment roof. 

Hoo! 

At the next moment, Bucky had thrown away the empty pistol and then rushed back to jump 

downstairs. But Steve, who has been watching him, is still there. By the time Bucky shot at Lin Rui back, 

he had already come. When Bucky ran back a step, Steve’s shield had been smashed again, and Bucky 

had to turn around and protect himself with his left metal arm. 

Bang! 

With a loud bang, Rogers’s shield slammed down on Bucky’s metal left arm. Then Bucky’s wrist swiped 

and grabbed the edge of the shield. With the force of Captain Rogers’s fall, Bucky kicked him in the 

chest. 

Puff! 

Blocked by a shield, Steve didn’t have time to block Bucky’s foot. Instead, he was kicked in the chest and 

retreated two steps. By the time he regained his footing, Bucky had jumped off the building. 

Chapter 194 Escaping 

Captain Rogers quickly chased him and Lin Rui, who was around him, quickly rushed over. He had been 

attacked by Bucky and was pissed. 

Brush! 

Without any hesitation, Steve and Lin Rui jumped directly behind Bucky. Although it is the fourth floor, 

it’s not an obstacle for Captain Rogers and Lin Rui. Didn’t you see Bucky jumping in front? 

Da da da! 

However, just as Lin Rui and Captain Rogers jumped out, a fast-fired machine gun was suddenly set up in 

a car on the road in front of the downstairs, and the bullets spurted toward Rogers and Lin Rui who 

were falling down! 

Puff! 



“Well!” After two muffled sounds, Lin Rui flew in the air and suddenly gave out a muffled hum. Then, he 

made a few consecutive moments in the air under his feet. The falling figure immediately stopped, and 

then he turned back upstairs and hid behind the roof to avoid the bullets that were fired at him. 

As for Steve, he hid behind his shield and landed on the ground floor with bullets still firing at him. But 

he, too, was cornered by incoming bullets and couldn’t keep chasing Bucky. 

Boom! Boom! 

Just when Captain Rogers felt that the incoming bullets were not as frequent as at first, the car parked 

on the road had started its engine and was quickly moving away. Bucky, the winter soldier, was already 

in the car. 

Hoo! 

After the black car drove off, Steve took his shield and stood up from the ground. He looked at the car in 

front of him and he could only vaguely see the taillights, but at last, he did not follow him. Although 

Steve may not be slower than that car, he can’t catch up with him at such a long distance. 

Finally, Captain Rogers could only sigh and walk back into the apartment building where Mirage Knight 

was standing, he seemed to have been shot by a gun. He heard the murmur coming from his side. 

However, since Lin Rui turned over in mid-air and went back upstairs, he should not be seriously injured. 

In a word, Lin Rui’s move surprised Steve a little. 

Just as Steve turned back to the apartment, Lin Rui was standing on the roof and looking at the car that 

was far away. If Lin Rui hadn’t upgraded the defense of Phantom Suit just a few days ago, Lin Rui would 

have been seriously injured by the sudden bullet. However, even if the Phantom Suit blocks the bullet, 

Lin Rui still has to bear the impact force by himself, so Lin Rui can only turn back to the roof with a 

groan. 

“Don’t let me know who attacked me! Otherwise… Hum! ” Sensing several bruises on his body and legs 

in the Phantom Suit, Lin Rui looks at the car that has disappeared on the road and murmurs fiercely. 

Later, Lin Rui also turned to the apartment of Captain Rogers. 

…… 

When Lin Rui returned to Captain Rogers’ apartment, Rogers was back. He didn’t catch the guy who 

attacked Fury and he was very concerned about Fury’s situation. 

“Captain Rogers, have you caught up with the attacker?” Seeing Steve coming back, Agent Kate asked 

quickly. As for Director Fury, she has helped him to bed and the wound has been treated briefly, but it is 

only first aid and Fury will have to be transferred back to SHIELD for surgery. 

“No, he escaped. How about Fury? Is he in danger?” With a simple answer, Captain Rogers went to the 

bed and asked about Fury. 

“The situation is very bad, we must do the surgery as soon as possible.” Looking at Fury on the bed, 

Agent Kate replied with anxiety. 

“What are you waiting for? Let’s hurry and send him to the hospital!?” Captain Rogers asked loudly 

when he heard the agent. 



“Captain Rogers, I have already notified SHIELD, they have sent people over.” 

“How do you…” At Agent Kate’s words, Rogers frowned and was about to say something, but Agent Kate 

continued. 

“Captain Rogers can rest assured that although Hydra has been lurking in SHIELD for many years, they 

wouldn’t dare to move on Director Fury’s life in the open. And, only in SHIELD can the side effects of the 

few potentials serums used by Director Fury can be eliminated.” In fact, this is only one aspect. The most 

important thing is that this is a step in the Fury’s plan. Agent Kate has not yet told Captain Rogers. 

“All right, but take care of Fury. You can’t let Hydra get close to him.” After thinking about it, Steve 

didn’t say anything more and just reminded her to pay attention to Hydra. 

“Don’t worry, we will.” Agent Kate gave a serious reply. No matter what, as long as Fury’s plan goes 

smoothly, it will be worthwhile for him to take these risks. 

Seeing that Agent Kate continued to inspect Fury for the wound and did some basic first aid, Steve went 

to the side and didn’t bother her anymore. Just now, because he was concerned about Fury’s situation, 

he didn’t ask him and it seemed that there was nothing wrong with Mirage Knight. Now that Fury’s 

situation was known, Captain Rogers went to Lin Rui at the back. 

“Mirage Knight, are you okay? I saw you get shot, are you injured?” Lin Rui stood in the corner of the 

room, and Steve turned and looked at him. 

“It’s OK. I can’t be hurt by this kind of attack.” Hearing Captain Rogers, Lin Rui shook his head and 

replied. 

“That’s good, thank you for just saving Fury’s life. If it weren’t for you, Fury might not be able to live till 

now.” He doesn’t know if Mirage Knight is telling the truth but Captain Rogers had to thank him. It was 

indeed Lin Rui who first reacted to saved Fury’s life. Otherwise, if the two shots were hit, Fury would 

have almost died on the spot. 

“Well, I didn’t want to watch Director Fury die by Hydra’s hand. If we want to take down Hydra, we need 

someone like Director Fury. Now he can’t have an accident.” Nodded, Lin Rui said faintly. 

“By the way, you seem to have something to say to me before. What is it now?” Now that it’s certain 

that Mirage Knight is here to protect Fury, Captain Rogers almost completely drops his guard and asks. 

Before the Winter Soldier attack, Lin Rui said something about making Fury die. He was attacked when 

he was just preparing to explain. Captain Rogers still has some doubts, so he wants to listen to Lin Rui’s 

explanation. 

“Oh, you mean that. I think what I’m going to say is also part of Director Fury’s plan. About Fury’s death, 

isn’t it, Agent Kate? ” Hearing Captain Rogers, Lin Rui’s eyes flashed and he asked Agent Kate by the bed. 

Call ~ 

It seemed that she was a little surprised. The hand that was rubbing the blood out of Fury’s body shook 

a little, but then she turned back and said to Lin Rui, “Mirage Knight, what about Fury’s death, Director is 

not dead yet.” 



Fury’s plan of feigning death is known by very few people. It’s reasonable that Mirage Knight shouldn’t 

know about it, but he said the same thing, which surprised Kate. But she won’t admit anything now. 

“Agent Kate, what do Mirage Knight’s words mean? What are your plans?” Although Agent Kate’s little 

move just now was very small, Captain Rogers was not an ordinary person either. Obviously, he noticed 

it and asked quickly. 

“Captain Rogers…” Agent Kate didn’t know how to answer Steve’s question. As for Lin Rui on the side, 

he looks at the show with his arms crossed on his chest. He hates Fury’s style of keeping everything from 

others, even though he has a man worthy of trust such as Captain Rogers. 

When Kate and Steve confronted each other, Lin Rui suddenly felt a movement outside the apartment. 

It should be the SHIELD personals, their speed is still very fast. Therefore, Lin Rui did not wait for Kate to 

explain everything to Captain Rogers and his figure has already moved towards the window. 

“Captain Rogers, as for what I just said, just have a good chat with this Agent Kate. I’ll leave first, and 

remember, don’t act on impulse now, wait until Fury wakes up.” Standing by the window, he looks at 

Steve and Kate and said calmly. 

Brush! 

The next moment, Lin Rui had jumped directly from the window, and his figure disappeared after 

several blinks in the night. As Captain Rogers and Agent Kate watched Mirage Knight disappear, they 

only glanced at each other, then turned to look at the door. Seconds later, a SHIELD secret service team 

rushed in. 

Chapter 195 Death 

Da da da ~ 

The special service team that rushed in quickly checked the whole house with guns in their hands. There 

were several teams outside, surrounding the entire apartment building and blocking the routes around 

it. However, these people are obviously not a problem for Lin Rui who had just left by the window. After 

the upgrade, the Phantom Suit has more hidden features, and he quickly left in the shadows. 

Lin Rui, who left, knew that Fury had his own arrangements, but he was worried. After all, the plot has 

been ruined by him. Things won’t necessarily follow the plan that Fury had prepared. If Hydra really 

wants to fight Fury in SHIELD, his plan of feigning death may die before it is implemented. 

Now Lin Rui can’t stay by Fury’s side to protect him. The present SHIELD is almost in control of Hydra. If 

a mysterious figure like Mirage Knight appears in SHIELD, Hydra won’t ignore him. Lin Rui didn’t want to 

make trouble for himself, so after a little thought, Lin Rui took out his mobile phone and called 

daredevil. 

“Hey, Daredevil, there’s something I need you to do. The thing is, you should know Director Fury… As he 

walked toward his uncle’s house, Lin Rui talked to Daredevil about Fury. 

Lin Rui wants Daredevil to keep an eye on Hydra within SHIELD, and if they do decide to attack Fury 

directly within SHIELD, Daredevil will have to save Fury. After all, according to Hydra, this newly joined 



Vigilante member doesn’t know that SHIELD is already under their control, so they wouldn’t have taken 

any precautions against him like they would do against Captain Rogers. 

Speaking of it, Lin Rui doesn’t know the current strength of Daredevil and which steps he would take. 

However, what Lin Rui can confirm is that his strength has changed dramatically since the beginning of 

his encounter with Matt. Lin Rui doesn’t know if Soaring Dragon Art is more suitable for Matt or is it a 

bonus for someone with a protagonist aura. He didn’t reach the level of Daredevil when he practiced 

with it. 

So, if Hydra really doesn’t take Daredevil seriously, then they will definitely be surprised. In this way, Lin 

Rui quickly told Matt what he planned. 

“Well, no problem, I’ll keep an eye on it. If they make a small move, I will stop it. I will not let Director 

Fury have an accident. Of course, if they wouldn’t make a move, I would cooperate with Director Fury’s 

Fake-Death Plan.” After Lin Rui finished, Matt on the phone promised. At that time, Lin Rui agreed to 

Matt entering SHIELD as there would be such an aspect. He can help with some things that Lin Rui can’t 

do now. 

“OK, please. I’ll get in touch again.” With Matt’s assurance, Lin Rui hangs up. 

Next, Lin Rui’s pace is speeding up. It’s over 10 PM now. He needs to hurry back to his uncle’s house, or 

he will be grounded. 

…… 

Not to mention that Lin Rui was a little worried, so he asked Daredevil in SHIELD to pay more attention 

to the situation of Director Fury. After Captain Rogers’s apartment was surrounded by SHIELD, Director 

Fury who was injured and unconscious was quickly taken away. As for Agent Kate, she’s not with Steve 

and he doesn’t know where she has gone to. 

Since knowing that SHIELD has now been controlled by Hydra, Captain Rogers now trusts no one inside 

of it. He didn’t even trust Black Widow Natasha, who rushed here after hearing the news, he just said 

that Fury was injured after being attacked. There is no mention of Hydra. 

However, Natasha obviously already knows something, but she doesn’t ask much when there are people 

around. Before Fury’s accident, he had asked Natasha to do a secret mission. The mission was a bit 

strange. Natasha’s mission during the operation was to copy a piece of information, an encrypted piece 

of information. After that, Natasha gave the U-disk with the information to Fury. Because of Fury’s 

accident, Natasha hadn’t had time to figure out what the information in the U-disk was. However, she 

has a hunch that the information in the U-disk must be very important and perhaps it is related to the 

attack on Fury. 

Soon, Captain Rogers and SHIELD’s team returned to SHIELD’s headquarters in Washington, and Director 

Fury was immediately scheduled for a rescue operation. Captain Rogers and Natasha looked at the 

surgery outside the operating room, and the transparent glass in the operating room allowed them to 

see the progress of the entire operation. This was also arranged after Steve asked. He couldn’t worry 

about Fury doing surgery in a place he couldn’t see. Although he knew that Fury had already arranged 

something, he still had some concerns. 



The emergency operation didn’t last long. After the long non-beating sound from the 

electrocardiograph, the medical staff looked at each other for a few times. Finally, they put down all 

kinds of surgical equipment and looked at the clock on the wall. The doctor announced the time of 

Fury’s death. The cause of Fury’s death was that he lost too much blood. 

Drop ~~~~ 

Staring at fury, who has no heartbeat on the other side of the glass wall, Captain Rogers unconsciously 

clenched his hand into a fist, and finally walked out to the wall beside him in the corridor. Bang! The 

thick wall was directly blown with a deep pit with cracks all over it. 

And like Steve, looking at Fury’s dead body, Natasha couldn’t believe the scene she was seeing. She took 

a few deep breaths and walked to the sidewalk like Steve. 

Buzz~ 

Just as Natasha was walking towards Captain Rogers, the mobile phone in his pocket suddenly gave him 

a slight vibration. The moment Steve felt the vibration, he took out the phone without any sign of 

emotion. He quickly skimmed the screen of the phone and stuffed it into his pocket again. This series of 

actions was very stealthily hidden from others. 

And after Captain Rogers just put his cell phone in his pocket, Natasha has come over. Captain Rogers 

chose this aisle intentionally because he wanted to wait for mobile phone information, so when Natasha 

came here, only two of them were here. 

“Steve, I think it’s weird. Fury was attacked. I think it’s probably related to the mission I completed 

before. In that mission, I got encrypted data, which was installed in a U disk. Do you know where the U 

disk is now? ” Quietly approaching Rogers, Natasha asked in a low voice. 

Hearing Natasha’s words, Steve’s eyes flickered slightly, but he replied calmly, “I don’t know, when I saw 

fury, he was already unconscious and didn’t say anything about a U disk. Do you think it’s the 

information in the U-disk that caused him to be attacked? “ 

“Steve, I know that you trust no one right now, and I am the same. But you have to believe me, I can’t 

let Fury die in vain!” It seems to her that Captain Rogers has something to hide from her and Natasha 

asked again in a low voice. 

“Now that you know I don’t trust anyone, don’t say anything more. Let’s help fury.” Instead of saying 

anything more to Natasha, Captain Rogers has pushed her to stop her hand and left the aisle. 

Looking at Steve’s back, Natasha’s eyes flashed and no one knows what she was thinking. In the end, her 

face remained the same and she went out. 

Chapter 196 Success 

After Fury’s death, his body has been properly arranged. As the Director of Shield, it will be treated 

confidentially. After Fury’s death, Captain Rogers didn’t stay at SHIELD Headquarters anymore. He left 

alone at night and went to a remote place outside Washington. 



In an area full of old buildings, Steve took a few turns and disappeared completely without anyone’s 

attention. However, Lin Rui, who has returned to his uncle’s home for a rest, knows where Rogers is. But 

now, he’s not going to go to Captain Rogers. He’s going to give Steve time to find out for himself. 

After walking in several old buildings for a while, Captain Rogers stopped in front of a wall filled with 

graffiti. The graffiti on the wall may be meaningless to others, but Captain Rogers knows that this is the 

contact information of Fury’s secret agents. 

Da Da ~ 

After Captain Rogers stood in the same place for a while, a slight footstep came from behind the graffiti 

wall. Later, a familiar figure came out from behind Steve, It was Agent Kate. It seems that she avoided 

the people in SHIELD and came here early. He just doesn’t know how many people there are besides 

her. 

“Captain Rogers, here you are.” Agent Kate calmly glances at the person in front of her, then says faintly. 

“Where is the Fury? I want to see him right now.” Without any nonsense, Captain Rogers asks seriously 

as he walks up to agent Kate. 

The message that Rogers received on his mobile phone at the SHIELD headquarters was sent by Agent 

Kate. The content is that everything is going well, Fury is safe, otherwise, Rogers may have broken out 

inside SHIELD. If Fury is really dead, Rogers won’t care about anything. Anyway, he knows that SHIELD 

has been controlled by Hydra inside, and it won’t be a big deal if he creates havoc in there. 

“Captain Rogers, don’t worry, although the situation of the Director is not very good now, there is no 

danger to his life. But we have to wait for someone before we can take you there.” At Steve’s words, 

Agent Kate said with a smile, listening to her words, it seems that someone other than captain Rogers is 

coming. 

“Oh? Who else is coming?” Captain Rogers has some doubts. Is it Mirage Knight? Steve silently thought 

in his heart that the mysterious New York Vigilante seemed to know a lot of things. 

“Natasha, you can come out. We already know when you followed Captain Rogers to this residential 

building. Captain Rogers, you should have Natasha’s tracker on you.” When Captain Rogers was puzzled, 

The agent suddenly shouted at empty darkness behind him, and then said to Rogers. 

“Natasha!?” Hearing the agent’s reminder, Captain Rogers’s hand turned over in his pockets, and he 

finally found a small metal buckle. This was the tracker that Natasha put on him without his knowledge. 

Call ~ 

Just as Rogers found the small tracker from his body, there was a slight movement behind him. Then, a 

slim figure slowly emerged from the darkness, it is exactly the Black Widow Natasha who came here 

with Captain Rogers. Natasha is the top agent of SHIELD, and her tracking is not even noticed by Captain 

Rogers. He dodged several people along the way, but he did not find Natasha. 

“Agent Kate? I knew that Director Fury would have a backup plan. So, he really didn’t die?” Ignoring 

Steve’s uncomfortable look at herself, Natasha went towards Agent Kate and asked. 



“Since you two are here now, come with me. Captain Rogers, although there are not many people who 

can be trusted inside SHIELD, you can trust Natasha.” Instead of answering Natasha’s words, Agent Kate 

waved after greeting her and turned to her direction. 

Looking at each other, Captain Rogers and Black Widow Natasha walked into the darkness with Kate. 

“Good job, Agent Romanoff.” On the way down, Steve whispered to Black Widow nearby as he was 

obviously still upset about the fact that he had been put on the tracker. However, since Agent Kate has 

no defense against Natasha, she can be trusted so Rogers trusted her for the time being. 

“You’re good too, Captain Rogers. I would have been lost if it hadn’t been for the tracker.” Natasha 

didn’t care about Captain Rogers’s sarcastic words. 

Hearing Natasha’s words, Rogers said nothing more but walked quietly after Agent Kate. Natasha didn’t 

say a word. Both of them had their own thoughts. 

Ten minutes later, Agent Kate led Captain Rogers and Natasha to an underground secret base in this old 

building. This is the place whose location is only known by Fury’s trusted agents. Although the place is a 

little bit off, the equipment is complete, at least to ensure Fury’s follow-up treatment. 

Captain Rogers was relieved when he saw that Fury was not dead and was taken care of. Fury’s death in 

SHIELD really made Captain Rogers very nervous, for fear of planning a situation. As for Natasha, she 

also puts down her concerns. Although she still doesn’t know about Hydra, the recent series of things 

happening inside SHIELD is enough for her to feel that something was wrong. 

“Since the two of you have seen Director Fury, it’s time for us to discuss the director fury plan carefully.” 

Standing outside Fury’s ward, Agent Kate looked at the two in front of her and said seriously. 

“That’s exactly what I’m thinking, but shouldn’t you explain the situation to me first?” Staring at the 

agent in front of her, Natasha asked softly, she did not know anything. 

“Sure, so let’s go over there now.” With a nod, Agent Kate extends her hand in a please gesture. 

…… 

Just as Lin Rui went to Washington to take part in SHIELD’s internal cleanup plan for Hydra and protect 

Fury, Peter and Dr. Connors were standing in a private lab and they were holding their breath and 

staring at the data on the light screen in front of them. 

Brush~ 

Dī dī drops~ 

“The experiment was successful. The recovery of the subjects was good and no variation was produced.” 

Finally, in the expectation of Peter and Dr. Connors, a mechanical voice reported the results of their 

experiment. 

“Ah! It’s a success! The experiment was successful! We did it! ” Staring at the result of the experiment 

for several seconds, Dr. Connors exclaimed excitedly after confirming that the experiment was really 

successful. 



For this research, Dr. Connors didn’t know how much work he had done, and even he had made a fuss in 

New York as a mutant lizard. However, now the research is finally successful! Although they have 

removed many factors that may cause side effects and reduced the effect of the whole gene serum, the 

success of this study will still shake the whole world! This is a serum that can cure gene defects and 

recover the severed limbs slowly! 

“Yes! Doctor, we have succeeded! We have succeeded!” Peter, who is standing next to Dr. Connors, is 

also very excited. 

Although most of the work in this research was done by Dr. Connors, Peter also put a lot of effort into it. 

Especially after Peter knew the genetic disease that runs in Harry’s family, he was more concerned 

about whether the research could be successful. Now their gene serum can finally play its therapeutic 

role without side effects, which is also called the lifesaving serum for Harry! 

“Peter, thank you! Without you, I would not have succeeded!” After the excitement, Dr. Connors 

extended his one-arm to pat Peter on his shoulder and said sincerely. 

“Dr., this is the result of our joint efforts. There are still some follow-up work to be done, let’s fix them!” 

“Good!” 

…… 

Chapter 197 Hydra Prepares To Take Action 

In a secret office in the headquarters building of SHIELD, several people belonging to Hydra are sitting in 

chairs discussing something. 

“Are you sure that Fury is dead?” Glancing at the men sitting opposite him, Alexander Pierce asked 

lightly. 

“I made sure that one of the peoples who operated on Nick Fury at that time was the one we arranged 

for. Fury is really dead.” At Alexander’s question, one of his men seriously replied, “but after the 

operation, his body was taken away by his agents. We didn’t stop them.” 

“Forget it, now that he is dead, even if he did found some evidence before, they will die with him now.” 

Without caring about that small detail, Alexander waved as he spoke. 

Although these days, Alexander can clearly feel that Fury has made a series of covert investigations 

against Hydra and has completely threatened his existence. However, once Director Fury dies, his 

investigations will be terminated. Even if his loyal agents want to follow Fury’s investigation and 

continue to find Hydra’s agents in SHIELD, Alexander is confident that he can handle them before they 

could do any damage. However, some people are not so easy to deal with, such as that one. 

“What about that guy? How much does he know? ” Playing with the silver coin with the Hydra badge in 

his hand, Alexander continued. Although no name was given, the people sitting opposite him knew who 

he was asking. 

“Captain Steve Rogers? We’ve been sending people to watch him, but we just got the report. Several 

teams who followed him have lost him. Now they have lost all of his traces. Director, are you worried 

about what Fury said to him before he died? “ 



“It’s a bit of a worry. After all, Fury went to him without anyone looking for him before he died. The guy 

who nearly knocked us down 60 years ago and Fury may leave him some evidence against us. And now 

Captain Rogers is gone, which means that he probably already knows something.” Alexander’s 

expressions and tone remained unchanged as he spoke of this. 

“Then, shall we send someone to erase him? Even if he was told something by Fury, he is only one 

person, he wouldn’t be able to do anything against us.” Steve Rogers, Captain America was taken too 

lightly as one of Alexander’s men suggested. 

“Huh! One person?! If he was just an ordinary person, why would Fury spend so much manpower, 

material, and financial resources to dig him out of the ice? This one person was the reason that we were 

almost wiped out, if we did not take the initiative to take him down now then Hydra will cease to exists 

this time as he will leave no stone unturned.” When he heard his men’s words, Alexander suddenly 

shouted at the men. 

“Yes! Sir, what are you planning…” 

“Keep watching him until he shows up again. I’ll take care of the rest. As for now, wasn’t Fury going to 

clean up the interior of SHIELD before he died? I’ll do what he wants, but it’s not what he wants to clean 

up. “ 

…… 

“Mirage Knight, Director Fury is dead, are you sure that he is all right?” Daredevil was quietly contacting 

Lin Rui as Alexander arranged for him to thoroughly wash SHIELD and hold the organization in his hands. 

Previously, Lin Rui asked Matt to focus on Director Fury and not let Hydra have a chance to finish him 

inside SHIELD. Matt also paid attention to him seriously. He didn’t know whether Hydra had arranged 

for him in the form of a doctor or whether they really had no other plans for Fury. Anyway, Daredevil 

didn’t see anyone bothering the operation. However, when he saw Fury die on the operating table, he 

was still worried, so he asked. 

“Don’t worry, Fury is fine, although not in great shape, but at least alive. And now he’s with Captain 

Rogers.” Lin Rui, who has been following the movements of Captain Rogers and Fury, broke the news to 

Daredevil after getting a worrying phone call. 

“That’s good. I was scared when I saw him die on the operating table. Also, Mirage Knight, although 

Hydra didn’t shoot Director Fury, I found the few people you paid close attention to. Their recent 

behavior is a bit weird, they seem to be plotting something. At the same time, SHIELD suddenly has a lot 

of strange faces in the past few days, like a professional team that appeared out of nowhere. Director 

Alexander said that it is a new team of SHIELD made with new recruits, but I know that Hydra must have 

arranged them to come here.” After knowing that Fury was fine, Daredevil told Lin Rui what he had 

discovered. He has recently become more and more uneasy inside SHIELD. With Daredevil’s current 

strength, he feels a few threats in those unfamiliar teams, so obviously there are some powerful people 

here. 

“Unfamiliar team? It seems that Alexander is planning to hold SHIELD in his hands, but we will not let 

simply achieve his goal.” After hearing Daredevil, Lin Rui’s eyes flashed and he said calmly. 



“Daredevil, you continue to watch them carefully and don’t do anything out of line. I think they will soon 

be unable to bear it. As soon as they start attacking SHIELD insiders, with Captain Rogers leading the 

way, us assisting and Director Fury in the Dark, Hydra inside SHIELD should be wiped out in one go.” 

Now that Fury is faking his death, he’s obviously not worried about Hydra making a move on SHIELD, 

which Lin Rui’s trust in Fury. 

“Well, I’ll see to it.” Daredevil, on the other end of the line, said yes. 

“Okay, that’s it. I’ll go see Captain Rogers in a moment and see how Director Fury is doing. I’ll get back in 

touch.” With these last words, Lin Rui hangs up. He doesn’t have to rest, but his uncle’s bedroom is next 

door so he couldn’t be too noisy. 

Did Hydra not pull the plug while Fury was injured and having an operation inside SHIELD? Are they too 

confident, or do they think Fury will die? Lin Rui, lying down again on the bed, thought of something 

puzzled. Fury’s apparent faked death in the movie is understandable, but in the real world, does Hydra 

really let Fury slip under its nose? Lin Rui thinks that this is weird. 

Anyway, no matter how fury did it, his plan has been half-successful now. Now he just needs to wait for 

Hydra’s actions, I hope everything goes well. Then Lin Rui, who was lying in bed, closed his eyes. 

Fury is dead, and Alexander Pierce’s biggest obstacle in SHIELD has disappeared. What he is most likely 

to do now is to clean up the departments and people who have not yet been infiltrated by Hydra. As 

soon as they started, Fury’s backhand would have worked. 

Chapter 198 Poison 

The next morning, after a night’s rest at his uncle’s house, Lin Rui said hello to his uncle and went out 

again. However, his uncle simply told him to pay attention to safety and then left him alone. Now these 

young adults are much more mature than they used to be. There are countless things to occupy their 

time every single day and Lin Rui’s uncle doesn’t interfere with him too much. 

Lin Rui, who went out early, bought a cup of yogurt at the roadside supermarket and simply made it into 

his breakfast. Then he glanced at the arm guard-like thing on his right arm, and there were a few small 

green dots on it. In fact, this arm is camouflaged by the Allies’ arm guard. Lin Rui also knows the 

whereabouts of Captain Rogers and Director Fury through this arm guard. After all, Lin Rui has contacted 

Director Fury as Mirage Knight before. It’s very easy to get Fury’s things, and Rogers has given Lin Rui 

several signatures, which can be said to be due to luck. 

“Well, they didn’t change their position in the evening. It should be the hiding place arranged by 

Director Fury. However, looking at the intensity of his green dot, it seems that he hasn’t recovered yet.” 

Carefully looking at the dot representing Captain Rogers and the green dot of Director Fury, Lin Rui 

mummers while drinking yogurt. 

Captain Roger’s green dot is bright and big enough. But Fury’s green dot is very dim and small. If you 

don’t pay attention to it, you may ignore the past, which shows that Fury is not out of danger. However, 

Lin Rui doesn’t care about Fury’s injury now and he will be ok as long as he doesn’t die. 

“Forget it, let’s go there first, or I won’t know if they have any follow-up plans.” Standing at the gate of 

the small supermarket, Lin Rui finished drinking yogurt and walked to the nearest subway station. 



…… 

Hidden in a secret base under an old building on the outskirts of Washington, Fury was lying in a white 

hospital bed with pipes all over his body. Although Fury’s life should not be in danger from the various 

instruments on the side, he was in a coma all the time, and his vital signs were not strong. I don’t know 

whether his injury is too serious or whether the plan of this feign death has a lot of influence on him. 

Anyway, the paramedics on the other side didn’t have a good expression on his face as he looked at Fury 

in bed. 

Huh~ 

Just then, Captain Rogers and Natasha, who had been resting in the secret base for a night, had come 

over from the outside. Last night, they already looked at Fury’s situation. After seeing that Fury was not 

in any danger, they were completely relieved. Agent Kate also gave Captain Rogers and Natasha a brief 

explanation of Fury’s plan. Feigning death was only an alternative plan of Fury. Unexpectedly, Hydra’s 

assassination was so sharp that it had to be finally used. 

After a general understanding of Fury’s plan, Captain Rogers and Natasha were worried about those 

who were still inside SHIELD, but they did not do anything indiscriminately. They all planned to wait for 

Fury to wake up and explain to them what to do next, and what the information that Natasha got was, 

which Natasha would like to know. 

However, when they walked to Fury’s ward again, their faces changed. Fury’s situation at this time is not 

only worse than last night, but it has worsened. This should not have happened. 

“What’s wrong with him!? Didn’t you say last night that Fury’s condition is very stable, and he should be 

able to wake up this morning? ” Walking towards Fury’s bed, Rogers looked at Fury’s pale face and 

asked the paramedics who were standing by. Natasha didn’t speak, but she didn’t look very well. She 

was obviously worried about Fury’s situation. 

“Captain Rogers, let me talk about it.” Just as the paramedics retreated under the intense pressure of 

Captain Rogers’s momentum, Agent Kate’s voice came from behind them. Then Agent Kate walked into 

the ward, but it seemed that she had not slept all night. 

“Agent Kate Agent, why is Fury’s situation worse?” Since someone is willing to explain, Captain Rogers 

turned and asked Agent Kate. 

“After you came last night, Director Fury’s situation has been very stable and under our careful care, he 

was in the rapid recovery process. Whether it’s the stimulus potential serum he used before or the 

gunshot wound later, it was all under control. There was no other danger.” Looking at Fury in bed, Agent 

Kate said quietly. 

“What’s the matter with him now? Don’t tell me that’s how he recovered all night.” Steve asked, 

pointing to Fury in bed. 

Rubbing her brows, the agent looks back from Fury to Captain Rogers and adds, “that’s what I’m going 

to say. Just when we thought Director Fury was recovering, two hours ago, his condition took a turn for 

the worse, and we still don ‘t know why.” 



“Two hours ago? And you are telling me now?!” Steve was obviously angry when he heard Agent Kate. If 

Fury was really in danger, then his next plan will not be perfect, especially if he reveals Hydra’s 

information completely, but it needs Fury’s level-A permission. 

“At first, we thought that there was something wrong with the treatment, so we tried our best to 

change it, but there was no progress. Now we can only maintain his current situation and make it so that 

his condition no longer continues to deteriorate. Besides, you are not a professional doctor. It’s just 

about the same whether I tell you now or later. “Agent Kate didn’t care about Rogers’s tone and 

continued to explain with a tired face. In order to save Fury, Agent Kate have been here with these 

professional medical staff for one night, but they can only make his condition no longer worsen, as for 

the recovery, it can’t be done temporarily. 

“Then have you found the reason? The reason for the sudden deterioration of Director Fury’s situation is 

that nothing has happened to him.” Just as Captain Roger was about to say something else, Natasha, 

standing next to him, suddenly chimed in. Hearing Natasha’s words, Rogers who was just about to 

speak, remained silent for a while. 

“The specific situation has not been analyzed. However, we all agree that Director Fury’s current 

situation may be related to poison.” When she heard Natasha, Agent Kate hesitated to say the results of 

the medical staff. 

However, although they judged Fury was poisoned, they couldn’t recognize what the poison was, and 

they couldn’t begin to treat it at all. Now they are just using a strong anti-venom to help Fury protect the 

vitality of his body. Once the anti-venom doesn’t work, Fury’s situation will get worse again, and they 

won’t have any other way. 

“Poisoning?!” Rogers and Natasha’s face changed after Agent Kate said that Fury might be poisoned. 

They obviously know the difficulty of this situation, which can make the elite of SHIELD almost helpless, 

so Fury’s situation is really dangerous. 

“Are you sure? How was Fury poisoned?” Asking two questions in a row showed Captain Rogers’s fears. 

“Almost certain. As for the timing, we suspect that the Hydra guy who was operating on Director Fury at 

SHIELD may have been among the paramedics who poisoned him at that time. But we also used a 

controllable toxin to put Director Fury into suspended animation, although we didn’t find out.” Agent 

Kate has apparently studied Fury’s poisoning history and answers the question immediately after being 

asked by Captain Rogers. While at SHIELD, in order for Fury’s fake death to go undetected, they also 

used a controllable toxin, only to find out later that Hydra was also doing the same thing. 

Hearing the Agent’s words, Captain Rogers and Natasha became even paler. No wonder Hydra didn’t 

intervene in Fury’s treatment. And after Fury’s death, they didn’t mind. They must have thought they’d 

done it themselves. But while they didn’t ‘t kill Fury then, they’re still putting Fury’s life in jeopardy. 

Rogers looked at Fury on the bed with a sense of powerlessness. If this continues like this, Fury will 

definitely not be able to survive this. 

“That’s how it turned out. No wonder.” 

Just as Steve and Natasha stood on Fury’s bed and frowned, a familiar voice came in from the outside. 



! 

Upon hearing this sound, Captain Rogers turned and looked outwards, and Natasha and the Agent 

beside her were all doing the same thing. 

Chapter 199 Fills Forcefully 

Da da da ~ 

Just as Steve and his three men turned to look out of the ward, a guy with a half-mask covering his face 

in a black windbreaker came in. Lin Rui who was tracking Rogers through the Allied Guard was finally 

here. 

There are not many agents in the secret base arranged by Director Fury. Lin Rui can’t be stopped at all. 

He just let him in. However, this is also the reason why neither side has really moved. Fury’s trusted 

subordinates all know the unclear relationship between the mysterious Mirage Knight and their boss, 

and Lin Rui certainly won’t do anything to these loyal members of SHIELD. 

So, under the restraint of both sides, Lin Rui entered the secret base under the close surveillance of 

those agents. As soon as he walked in, he heard Agent Kate and Rogers captain talking to each other. 

That’s why he just said that. He felt something was wrong when he came all the way. It’s reasonable 

that Fury should have recovered by now, but the Allied’s arm guard showed that Fury’s situation was 

deteriorating continuously, which made Lin Rui curious. 

“It’s no wonder that Hydra hasn’t had any movements. They have already done it and they have kept 

this from everyone.” Under Rogers’s gaze, he walked towards the bedside, and Lin Rui’s eyes swept 

towards Fury and he continues to say faintly, listening to his tone, they all feel that he cares about Fury’s 

life and death. 

In fact, Lin Rui was previously thinking the whole thing is too simple. Since Lin Rui’s hidden quest is to 

protect Fury from death for a week, how could it be so simple? It’s not so easy to complete a Hidden 

Quest. It’s unrealistic for Lin Rui to get the reward without doing anything. 

“Mirage knight, how did you find this place?” Ignoring what Mirage Knight had said, Agent Kate asked 

Lin Rui with a slightly ugly face. This secret base was built by Fury in secret a long time ago, and no one 

knows its location except for his completely trusted subordinates. Mirage Knight is obviously not on the 

list of people that Fury trusts. If the location is exposed here, Agent Kate couldn’t imagine what would 

happen next. 

“Don’t worry, you are not exposed, I have my own ways to find you. Also, shouldn’t we focus on Fury 

now?” It seems that Lin Rui knows what the agent is worried about and answeres her question. 

“Mirage Knight, do you have a way?” Unlike Agent Kate, who has a lot of defenses against Lin Rui, 

Rogers asked after hearing what Lin Rui said. 

Steve knew about Hydra from Lin Rui, who had stated from the beginning that he wanted to keep Fury 

safe, so Rogers was not surprised to see Mirage Knight here, but he thought that he must have 

something that would save Fury’s life. After all, Lin Rui found Captain Rogers’s apartment directly 

before. Although his apartment is not as secret as the secret base, it is not something that can be found 

by normal people. 



As Captain Rogers looked at Lin Rui expectantly, Black Widow who was on the sidelines stared at Lin Rui 

as if she wanted to see something from the half of his face. This is the New York Vigilante, and he had 

intervened again and again in the SHIELD internal matters. And he seems to know a lot of things that 

even SHIELD doesn’t know, which makes Director Fury very irate. Natasha is also very interested in 

Mirage Knight, but she still hasn’t figured out which force this guy who emerged a few months ago 

belongs to and why does he has such a strong strength. 

“What about the way… I think there should be something.” Lin Rui replied calmly as he heard Captain 

Rogers. Although he doesn’t know what type of poison is in Director Fury’s body, as long as a cup of 

Elven Holy Spring Water is fed to him, Lin Rui can guarantee that he will soon be recovered. 

“Really?! Mirage Knight, do you know what type of poison is in Director Fury?” Without waiting for 

Captain Rogers to speak again, Agent Kate, who was pushed to the back by Lin Rui, had once again 

squeezed into the front and asked again loudly. 

“Don’t be so excited, I don’t know what poison is in Fury’s body. But, haven’t I given you a small bottle 

before? I told you to feed it’s content to Fury when his life is in danger, you didn’t give it to him.” Lin Rui 

looked at her faintly.” 

Agent Kate was somewhat disappointed when she heard that Lin Rui didn’t know what poison is in Fury, 

but when she heard the last words of Mirage Knight, she was even more confused. “The bottle of 

unknown liquid you gave me can save Director Fury’s life?” 

After Lin Rui gave her the bottle of water, Agent Kate also gave it to the professionals and they did a 

series of tests, but the results surprised them. Some of the ingredients in the bottle couldn’t be detected 

at all. 

So, although Agent Kate still remembers what Lin Rui had said to her, she didn’t dare to give this bottle 

to Director Fury when she didn’t know what it was. After all, even if they don’t know what type of 

poison is in Fury’s body, they might still find some time to find out, but once they have given him 

something weird, they may not be able to save him. 

“Well, I know you never really trusted me. But what would I do to him? Where is it now? If you don’t 

trust me, give it back.” After listening to Agents Kate’s words, Lin Rui knows that they must not trust 

himself and would not have given the Elven Holy Spring Water to Fury. 

“This… Here you are.” Although she was embarrassed, Agent Kate took out the bottle Lin Rui had given 

her before from her back pocket. She had always carried it with herself. 

Call ~ 

After taking the bottle of Elven Holy Spring Water from Agent Kate, Lin Rui turned it a few times in his 

hand, and there was a sound of liquid swaying in the bottle. In a simple sense, Lin Rui knows that it’s 

actually the Elven Holy Spring water that he gave to Agent Kate before and it hasn’t been swapped out. 

Brush! 

The next second, when Captain Rogers and Natasha were both curiously staring at the small bottle in Lin 

Rui’s hand. Lin Rui opened the cork from the Elven Holy Spring Water bottle and rushed towards Fury’s 



bed with lighting like speed! Lin Rui has already poured the Elven Holy Spring Water into Fury’s mouth 

when the next few people haven’t reacted yet. 

“No!” 

“What are you doing!?” 

Just as Lin Rui rushed towards Fury’s bed and poured the Elven Holy Spring Water in his mouth, Kate and 

Captain Rogers shouted, although they had some trust in Lin Rui, but this series of actions are 

unacceptable. Steve, who was closest to Lin Rui, reached out and grabbed Lin Rui back, trying to get him 

off Fury. 

Puff! 

However, Rogers’s outstretched hand was blocked halfway. Although Lin Rui poured the Elven Holy 

Spring Water in Fury’s mouth, he did pay attention to the situation around him. When Captain Rogers 

reached to grab himself, he just raised his arm to stop the arm and slightly block Captain Rogers. 

Brush! 

By the time Rogers was ready to make his next push, Lin Rui had already wriggled off the bed again, 

leaving Rogers no chance to make his next move. As for the small bottle containing Elven Holy Spring 

Water, it was now empty, which Lin Rui readily collected. 

“What? Do you still want to fight me? Anyway, the liquid has already been poured into Fury. You just 

need to wait for a little and see the situation.” Seeing Kate and Captain Rogers and Natasha looking at 

him, Lin Rui didn’t care much and said it directly. He doesn’t want to be attacked here by Captain Rogers 

and Natasha, especially as many well-trained agents are still watching. It’s not that Lin Rui is afraid of 

them, but he doesn’t want to end a relationship before it has even begun. 

Drop ~dī dī! 

Chapter 200 Retrieving 

Just as Lin Rui was talking and retreating, the machine for detecting Fury’s physical condition suddenly 

rang out. Agent Kate and others who had been staring at Lin Rui looked back nervously at Fury. 

Call ~ 

Before Captain Rogers could see what was going on, the medical staff who had just been standing on the 

edge of the ward rushed forward and pushed all of them apart. 

Seeing the medics nervously check on the machine and Fury’s condition, Captain Rogers and his 

colleagues stood by quietly, without bothering them. Still, all three of them focused their attention on 

Mirage Knight, who had retreated to the door of the ward. Seeing that he didn’t leave, Rogers and 

others looked at him and their eyes flashed with unknown thoughts. 

Soon the sound of the machine stopped and the doctor’s examination was over. However, the doctor, 

who had a sad face before had a relieved smile on his face this time. Seeing the appearance of the 

doctors, Agent Kate quickly stepped forward. 



“Dr. Dennis, how is Director Fury?” 

“He’s getting better! Director Fury’s situation is getting better! Although I don’t know what poison was 

in Director Fury before but now his body is indeed in Rapid Recovery, the toxin seems to have been 

cleared out. If there is no accident, he will be able to wake up in two hours. Mr. Mirage Knight, what 

exactly did you just gave to Director Fury?!” After answering the agent, Dr. Dennis asked excitedly to Lin 

Rui, who stood at the door. 

Just now Lin Rui intentionally put a bottle of an unidentified liquid into Fury’s mouth in front of them 

and Fury started to recover quickly within ten seconds after drinking the unidentified liquid, which was 

simply a miracle. As far as Dr. Dennis knows, there is no such magic drug in the world, and even the 

experimental products secretly researched by various institutions cannot have such rapid and powerful 

effects. 

Seeing Dr. Dennis’s excited look, Lin Rui, who was standing at the door crossed his arms around his chest 

and said nothing. Just now when he poured the Elven Holy Spring Water in Fury’s mouth, Agent Kate 

and everyone here looked at him like they wanted to eat him. He won’t be giving them an answer right 

now. 

“Really?!” Not caring about Lin Rui, Agent Kate had already rushed to Fury’s side and asked carefully. 

“Really! Although I don’t know how it was done, Director Fury is really getting better!” 

In fact, even without Dr. Dennis’s repeated assurance, Agent Kate can see Director Fury’s face getting 

better. This quick recovery effect was so good that she is able to see the effect in a moment. Fury’s face, 

which had been pale due to poisoning, now recovered back to its original black color and his breathing 

became more powerful. 

Captain Rogers and Natasha are much calmer than the exited Agent Kate as they have long noticed the 

changes in Fury’s condition after drinking the unknown liquid. So, after Dr. Dennis determined that 

Director Fury’s situation had begun to improve, both of them could not help looking at Mirage Knight 

standing at the door. 

“Thank you, Mirage Knight.” Captain Rogers walks up to Lin Rui and thanked him sincerely. 

“Oh! Although we don’t trust each other now but I also said that I will guarantee Fury’s safety and I have 

done that.” His posture of arms crossed on his chest has not changed as he looked at Steve in front of 

him and faintly said. 

Call ~ 

“Mr. Mrage Knight, can you tell me what you just gave to Director Fury? We have done tests before, but 

we couldn’t figure out what it was. If you still…” Without waiting for Captain Rogers to say anything, Dr. 

Dennis, who was behind him had come over and asked Lin Rui with excitement. 

“This ~ is a secret. However, I only have this bottle of this thing and I just used it to save Fury’s life. Even 

if you want more, I don’t have it. I would not have used it if he had not been in real danger and I had no 

choice.” Hearing Dr. Dennis’s words, Lin Rui broke the doctor’s expectations in getting samples. 



Elven Holy Spring Water is also available in System Shop, but it requires too many Reward points, and 

Lin Rui has few opportunities to use it now. In addition to the bottle he got as a reward after completing 

the mainline quest before, Lin Rui also exchanged another bottle with the reward points for his own use, 

which he would never give them for them to study. 

Moreover, even if Lin Rui is willing to give them one bottle for research, he believes that these medical 

personnels or various SHIELD experts won’t be able to research anything. After all, Elven Holy Spring 

Water cannot be explained by normal science. Even Tony gave up studying the thing that saved his life 

and sealed it on the secret terminal of JARVIS. 

“Ohh? Anyway, Thank you for saving the Director’s life Mr. Mirage Knight.” Although a bit disappointed, 

Dr. Dennis did not say anything as there was only one bottle and it was used to save a life. 

“Well, now that Fury is all right. I will come back here in two hours. Do you have a place where I can 

rest.” Since Fury is fine, Lin Rui is not going to stay here anyway as the doctor had already said that Fury 

would take two hours to wake up. 

“Mirage Knight, I will take you there.” Responding to Lin Rui is Agent Kate, who has walked over from 

Fury’s bedside. Although she knows that her actions will definitely upset the mysterious Vigilante, she 

doesn’t care about Lin Rui’s bad attitude towards her, as long as he can save Fury. 

Without speaking, Lin Rui has stepped out of the ward. Then, led by the agent, Lin Rui was placed in a 

simple break room. The break room is actually a single dormitory. After all, when the secret base was 

originally designed and built, few people knew about it, and there would be no guest room. 

Of course, Lin Rui won’t mind this kind of thing. After Agent Kate left, Lin Rui sat quietly on the bed in 

the room facing the door, seemingly waiting for someone. 

Da Da ~ 

Just after Lin Rui stared at the door for three minutes, a slight sound of footsteps came. Then a petite 

figure appeared in front of Lin Rui. Lin Rui’s stunned eyes flashed with a glimmer of surprise when he 

saw the figure at the door. 

Looking at Mirage Knight sitting on the bed and looking at her, Black Widow, Natasha’s eyes flashed with 

an unidentified light as she walked into the room. 

 


